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1 .Introduction
To estimate any experimental method in mechanics of materials, it is needed to 

recognize the relation between stress state in a specimen and loading. In the case of shear tests 
on flat specimens for anisotropic materials it is difficult to obtain a perfect material reaction to 
the given loading. The method, known as the losipescu shear test, is used most often in the 
literature and is the one recommended by the standards to the prediction of the shear 
properties of anisotropic materials. In the losipescu test, an existence of pure shear is 
assumed. Fig la shows the scheme of specimen loading in the losipescu method.

Fig.l. (a) The scheme of loading of the losipescu specimen, (b) The assumed loading
distributions on the loading blocks
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On the basis of the simple theory of beams the losipescu specimen treated as a 
rectangular beam, is subjected to four-point asymmetrical bending and therefore shear stress 
is calculated (by Adams, Wolrath (1987,1983)) in the central part, according to the formula:

T = NIA (1)
where: N -shearing force, A -beam section in the central part.

In fact in the losipescu specimen mounlied in both sides of the test fixture one side of the 
fixture is displaced vertically while the other side remains stationary. It is important to note 
that, there is no uniformly distribution of the reaction forces on loading blocks.

The aim of this paper is to calculate the stress state in the central part of the specimen by 
an analytical method. The losipescu specimen is considered as a flat plate, because the width 
of the beam is large compared with the thickness and comparablę with its length.

2. Analytical Solution
A rectangular beam of length 21, width 2h, and thickness t «  h , fixed asymmetrical at 

each end in the loading blocks has been considered. The upper and bottom contact area 
between the blocks and the flat plate has length ( I - a )  and ( I - b ) .  The additional assumption 
is made that the ends of the flat plate are unsupported. The presented plane problem of 
elasticity is solved by the method of stress fimction F  in a form of the Fourier series with 
given stress bomdary conditions according to Fig. lb. Orthotropic constants of elasticity were 
introduced as for beech wood to the calculations. The axes x and у  in Fig lb. coincide with the 
main orthotropy axes of the analyzed material, according to L and T. Stress field in the flat 
plate is described by the formula:

o’« = -
d^F. d^F

дх^ y'̂ xy
d^F (2)

where: F -  stress fimction. The Stress fimction is the solution of fourth-order biharmonic 
differential equation in the form (Lechnickij(1947)):

1 ] d*F 1. 1 d*F 1 1{  ̂ 1
j dx* \GlT ^LL j

A A 1
дх^ду^

d*F
dy*

= 0, (3)

To simplify the calculations the loading in Fig. lb is divided into the following parts: 
symmetrical and asymmetrical, therefore the stress function is built in the form of the formula 
F  = F](x,y) + F2(x ,y ) . In the case of symmetrical loading the stress function F^(x,y) in the 
form of the cosine series was assumed. To satisfy the boimdary conditions two additional 
expressions are introduced to the cosine series:

00

F i(x ,y )= 'Z < ^osa„ x[C ich (G a„ y) + C2sh (G a „ y )  +
m=l  V V

+ C^ch{H a^y)  +  C 2̂ sh{Ha„y)]  +  C ^ x y -f ^ {x ,y \

where: m = 1,2,3..., CpC2,C3,C4,Cj-constants, ^(x,;^)-special function is taken

from the obtained symmetrical solution, which considers the edge ends of the flat plate as 
imsupported. For asymmetrical loading stress function F2(x,y) in the form of the sine series 
with one additional expression was assumed.
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W

Fi {X, >̂ ) = X  sin a„x{D^ch{Ga„y) + D^sh{Ga„y)
(5)

+ D^ch{Ha„y) + D^sh{Ha„y)\ -  /^{х, у).

тлa„ = “у~ ’ w = 1,2,3..., Д ,Д ,Д ,І> 4-constants, / 2( л : , -special function is taken from the

obtained asymmetrical solution, which considers the edge ends of the flat plate as 
imsupported. In this paper stress distributions in the central part of the flat plate is considered 
therefore shear stress r^can be determined at the asymmetrical loading but normal stress at
the symmetrical loading. Functions fi(x.y) and f 2(x,y) in expressions (4) and (5) can be 
treated as stress functions, which provide solutions of the stress field at the ends of the plate, 
the same aś in the case of their elimination. In order to determine the constants in symmetrical 
problem the stress boxmdary conditions are formulated as following:

y  = ± h ^ x ^ = 0,

y  = ± h^Q yy= + qx(x)

x = ±l 
x = ±l-

(6)

where: q^{x) _ *'0
/И*1

COSQ?„X,Co = j
/ /
Jo.5jH,(x)<fr -t- ̂ Q.5y2(x)dx

2
c„= — 
" I

i i
jo.5;^, (x) cos a„xdx + Jo.5>̂2 (^) oc^xdx . While in asymmetrical problem it is

assumed:

y  = ± h ^ t ^ = 0,
y  = ± h ^ a y y = ± q 2(x)

X  = i/  —̂ = 0
ЛГ = i/  —> = 0

00 ̂ 2
where: 2̂ (^) = '^^т ^іпа„х ,d „ = - The

(7 )

Jo.5>/, (x) sin a„xdx + | 0.5з;2 (x) sin oc„xdx
.a b j

integrand functions >'i(x),>'2(x) in the given above integrals have the following form:

Уі( х) = -А іХ + А2 

У2( х) = Аіх - А 2,

The integrand functions Уі {х),У 2 (^) satisfy, according to Fig lb. the conditions: 

y^ix = d) = +p^, y^(x = l) = -p „  Угі.х = Ь) = -Рь, У2Іх = 1) = +р,,
l i  V f
^у  ̂(x)dx + 1^2 (x)Ax = N , (x)xdx + J J 2 (x)xdx = 0 .

(8)
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3.Numerical Solution
Numerical calculations of the stress state in the plate were carried in the range of linear 

elasticity of material by FEM. The finite element computations were performed using the 
MSCPatran/Nastran. Model 2-D of the orthotropic plate was built taking into consideration 
the elastic constants from Tab. 1.

Table 1

Elasticity constants for beech wood in the orthotropy plane LT

E ll E r r ^LT ^LT T̂L
GPa GPa GPa
14.24 1.07 0.91 0.469  0.035

The finite element mesh with two displacement components, i.e. u,o consists of 
isoparametric ,eight-nodes quadrilateral elements. The displacements boundary conditions 
were introduced for the following nodes;

X = 0,3; = 0 M = 0,u = 0

b < x < l,y  = + h ^ u  = 0,o = 

a< x<  I,у  = -h -> u  = 0,v  =

l£ o
2

-On (9)
On- I  < x < -a ,y  = + h ^ u  = 0,o = -^

- I  < x < -b ,y  = - h ^ u  = 0,o  = —
2

In this way the total displacement of the plate was equal Uq

4. Conclusions
The stress fields in the central part of the fiat plate, obtained by the analytical and 

numerical methods are presented in Figs. 2,3. The presented analytical solution contains a 
sum of only seven terms of the trigonometrical series. The mentioned number of terms, i.e. 
m = 1,2...7 gives satisfactory approximation of loading distributions in the form of (8) by

the trigonometrical series. The presented in Figs. 2,3 stress distributions (7 ^ ,  , Gyy were
normalized in respect to the average shear stress Xxy, occurring in the central part of the flat

plate. The average shear stress Txy was calculated independent for both solutions, as follows

\  b
К г ( 0 , 7 ) ф

2n_f,
( 10)

where: Тду(о,д̂ )- shear stress for x = 0, h- half of width of the flat plate. The value y, was
normalized in respect to the width h. In the Figs 2,3 shear stress т calculated by formula (1) 
was also presented.
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The conducted analyses shows convergence between analytical and numerical solutions, 
even for a few number of terms of the trigonometrical series (4) i (5). Additionally, the 
analyses confirmed the usefulness of formula (1), which correctly describes average shear 
stress in the central part of the losipescu specimen.

Fig.4. Normalized distribution of the reaction forces at the upper loading block
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Fig.5. Normalized distribution of the reaction forces at the bottom loading block

Existence of positive values of the reaction forces in the loading distributions on the 
loading blocks can be treated as a kind of singularity in the analytical solutions. It is important 
to note that, this singularity is also associated with numerical solutions. The mentioned 
singularity was presented in Figs 4,5. The presented in Figs. 4,5 loading distributions 
occurring at the upper and bottom contact area were normalized independent for both 
solutions in respect to the average shear stress (10).
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Основной задачей технической диагностики является повьппение надежности 
объектов на этапе их производства, эксплуатации и хранения. Диагностическое 
обеспечение позволяет повысить достоверность правильного функционирования 
объектов, увеличить срок их службы и наработку на отказ. Большое значение для 
инженерной практики имеют решения задач прогнозирования, в частности, для 
организации технического обслуживания по состоянию, вместо обслуживания по 
ресурсу. Непосредственное перенесение методов решения задач диагностирования на 
задачи прогнозирования невозможно из-за различия моделей, с которыми приходится 
работать: при диагностировании моделью обычно является описание объекта, в то


